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1&Data&in&this&chapter&published&in&:&&
Yokom,!A.L.,&Morishima,&Y.,&Lau,&M.,&Su,&M.,&Glukhova,&A.,&Osawa,&Y.,&Southworth,&D.R.,&2014.&
Architecture&of&the&Nitric?oxide&Synthase&Holoenzyme&Reveals&Large&Conformational&
Changes&and&a&Calmodulin?driven&Release&of&the&FMN&Domain.&J.&Biol.&Chem.&289,&
16855–16865.&doi:10.1074/jbc.M114.564005&
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ensemble&of&open&and&closed&conformational&states&and&CaM&binding&induces&a&
dramatic&rearrangement&of&the&reductase&domain.&Our&3D&reconstruction&of&the&
intact&nNOS:CaM&complex&reveals&a&closed&conformation&and&a&cross?monomer&
arrangement&with&the&FMN&domain&rotated&away&from&the&NADPH?FAD&center,&
towards&the&oxygenase&dimer.&This&work&captures,&for&the&first&time,&the&
reductase?oxygenase&structural&arrangement&and&the&CaM?dependent&release&of&
the&FMN&domain&that&coordinates&to&drive&electron&transfer&across&the&domains&
during&catalysis.&
&
5.2!Introduction!
Nitric&oxide&(NO)&serves&fundamental&roles&in&neurotransmission,&
cardiovascular&function&and&cellular&defense&(Bogdan,&2001b&Bredt&and&Snyder,&
1990).&The&three&major&NOS&isoforms&in&mammals,&neuronal&(nNOS),&endothelial&
(eNOS),&and&inducible&(iNOS),&produce&NO&in&diverse&signaling&pathways&critical&
to&physiology.&Calmodulin&(CaM)&is&an&essential&activator&of&NOS,&binding&to&
nNOS&and&eNOS&in&a&Ca2+&&?concentration&dependent&manner,&but&binds&iNOS&at&
all&intracellular&Ca2+&concentrations&(Marletta,&1994).&Dysfunctional&NOS&
produces&reactive&oxygen&species&and&lowers&NO,&contributing&to&oxidative&stress&
in&stroke,&diabetes&and&neurodegeneration&(Förstermann&and&Sessa,&2012).&&
NOS&is&a&large&(260?330&kDa)&homodimer&distinguished&by&a&C?terminal&
reductase&and&N?terminal&oxygenase&domains&that&together&catalyze&the&
conversion&of&L?arginine&(Arg)&and&molecular&oxygen&to&citrulline&and&NO.&Crystal&
structures&of&the&oxygenase&domain&identified&substrate,&heme,&and&
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tetrahydrobiopterin&(BH4)&binding&sites&that&are&required&for&oxidizing&Arg&during&
catalysis&and&stabilizing&the&dimer&interface&in&the&holoenzyme&complex&(Crane&et&
al.,&1998b&Ghosh&et&al.,&1999).&NOS&is&a&diflavin&oxidoreductase,&homologous&to&
cytochrome&P450&(CYPOR),&that&contains&distinct&FAD&and&FMN&domains&that&
are&connected&by&a&hinge&that&facilitates&stepwise&NADPH?FAD?FMN?heme&
electron&transfer&(Iyanagi&et&al.,&2012).&The&final&FMN?heme&electron&transfer&step&
is&rate&limiting&and&proposed&to&involve&a&trans?monomer&mechanism&(Adak&et&al.,&
2001ab&Miller&et&al.,&1999).&CaM&interacts&with&a&recognition&sequence&in&a&flexible&
region&between&the&reductase&and&oxygenase&domains&and&accelerates&flavin&
reduction&by&NADPH&and&FMN?heme&electron&transfer&(Craig&et&al.,&2002b&
Gachhui&et&al.,&1996).&&
In&the&nNOS&reductase&domain&structure&the&FMN&cofactor&is&buried&and&
positioned&adjacent&the&NADPH&and&FAD&sites&to&give&a&5&Å&separation&that&
would&facilitate&FAD?FMN&electron&transfer&(Garcin&et&al.,&2004).&However,&this&
orientation&is&not&compatible&for&subsequent&electron&transfer&to&the&heme.&Kinetic&
and&biochemical&experiments&have&led&to&models&proposing&that&the&FMN&
subdomain&rotates&about&the&hinge&in&a&conformational&switch&from&a&‘shielded’&to&
‘deshielded’&state&where&the&FMN&becomes&accessible&and&transfers&electrons&to&
the&oxygenase&domain&of&the&adjacent&monomer&(Welland&et&al.,&2008).&Although&
structures&of&CYPOR&have&identified&flexibility&about&this&hinge,&the&large&change&
in&the&position&of&the&FMN&domain&proposed&by&kinetic&experiments&and&other&
models&has&never&been&observed&structurally&(Daff,&2010).&CaM&interactions&
increase&FMN?heme&electron&transfer,&possibly&by&destabilizing&the&shielded&state&
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through&bridging&contacts&with&the&FMN&or&interactions&with&the&reductase?
connecting&domain&(CD)&(Abu?Soud&and&Stuehr,&1993b&Adak&et&al.,&2001bb&
Knudsen&et&al.,&2003b&Roman&et&al.,&2000b&Xia&et&al.,&2009).&Electrostatic&
interactions&via&structural&control&elements&in&the&reductase&domain,&including&the&
autoinhibitory&(AI)&loop,&C?terminal&tail&(CT)&and&CD,&favor&the&shielded&state&and&
are&proposed&to&become&disrupted&for&precise&release&of&the&FMN&domain&during&
the&catalytic&cycle&(Haque&et&al.,&2012b&Tejero&et&al.,&2010).&&
The&dual&function&of&CaM&in&promoting&both&intra?&and&inter?domain&
electron&transfer&in&nNOS&indicates&the&CaM?bound&complex&is&likely&structurally&
dynamic,&and&can&support&conformational&states&that&coordinate&FAD?FMN&and&
FMN?heme&electron&transfer&(Panda&et&al.,&2001b&Rozhkova&et&al.,&2002).&Recent&
hydrogen?deuterium&exchange&experiments&of&isolated&iNOS&domains&identify&
interaction&surfaces&between&the&oxygenase,&FMN&domain&and&CaM,&supporting&
a&CaM?dependent&arrangement&for&electron&transfer&to&the&heme&(Smith&et&al.,&
2013).&However,&structures&of&the&full?length&complex&have&not&been&solved,&thus&
the&arrangement&of&the&reductase&and&oxygenase&domains&as&well&as&CaM?
bound&conformation&of&the&holoenzyme&remain&fundamental&questions&in&
understanding&the&NOS&catalytic&cycle.!
Here&we&have&characterized&the&structure&of&the&nNOS&holoenzyme&
complex&by&electron&microscopy&(EM)&and&identified&distinct&domain&
arrangements&of&the&dimer&and&a&CaM?dependent&re?organization&of&the&
reductase&domain&that&together&explain&the&conformational&changes&required&for&
FMN?heme&electron&transfer.&2D&classification&and&analysis&of&nNOS&reveals&an&
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ensemble&of&extended,&V?shaped&and&closed&conformations,&as&well&as&a&
dramatic&opening&of&the&reductase&domain&following&CaM&binding.&By&chemical&
crosslinking&we&stabilized&nNOS:CaM&in&the&closed&conformation&and&performed&
a&3D&reconstruction.&In&the&complete&3D&model,&the&reductase&domains&are&
positioned&adjacent&to&the&oxygenase&dimer&while&FMN&domain&is&rotated&away&
from&the&NADPH?FAD&center&towards&the&oxygenase&domain&of&the&adjacent&
monomer.&From&this&work&we&propose&that&the&NO&synthesis&cycle&involves&large&
conformational&changes&that&transiently&position&the&reductase&domains&across&
the&oxygenase&dimer,&while&CaM?specific&activation&triggers&release&and&rotation&
of&the&FMN&subdomain&to&expose&the&flavin&for&electron&transfer&to&the&heme.&
&
5.3!Results!
Solution!Conformation,!Activity!and!negative6stain!EM!of!nNOS!and!
nNOS:CaM.!!
Current&models&indicate&NO&synthesis&by&NOS&likely&involves&large&
conformational&changes&and&CaM?dependent&rearrangements&to&bring&the&
reductase&and&oxygenase&domains&together&(Daff,&2010).&However,&the&
architecture&of&the&full?length&NOS&holoenzyme&complex&is&unknown.&To&begin&
we&examined&the&overall&size&and&shape&of&purified,&recombinant&rat&nNOS&with&
and&without&CaM&by&size&exclusion&chromatography&and&multi?angle&light&
scattering&(SEC?MALS).&In&the&absence&of&CaM,&nNOS&elutes&as&a&single&peak&at&
7.9&mls&by&SEC&with&an&average&molecular&weight&(Mw)&of&330&kDa&(Figure&5?1&
left).&This&indicates&that&purified&nNOS&alone&forms&a&stable&dimer&complex&when&
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compared&to&the&164&kDa&Mw&of&the&monomer&calculated&from&the&amino&acid&
sequence&(Mwaa).&Following&incubation&with&excess&CaM,&a&single&peak&elutes&
earlier,&at&7.7&ml&with&a&Mw&of&360&kDa&determined&by&MALS,&indicating&complete&
binding&of&CaM&at&a&2:2&ratio&of&nNOS&to&CaM&when&compared&to&the&Mwaa&of&361&
kDa&for&the&holoenzyme&complex.&To&characterize&the&overall&shape&of&nNOS&in&
solution&the&hydrodynamic&radius&(RH)&was&determined&by&dynamic&light&
scattering&(DLS).&For&nNOS&alone&and&nNOS:CaM&an&RH&of&85&Å&and&86&Å&was&
determined,&respectively&(Figure&5?1&left).&Based&on&comparison&to&a&known&
globular&protein&of&similar&size,&mammalian&phosphofructokinase&tetramer&(345&
kDa),&which&has&an&RH&of&63&Å&(Erickson,&2009b&Paradies,&1979),&nNOS&is&
predicted&to&be&in&an&elongated&arrangement&in&solution&and&CaM?binding&results&
in&no&significant&change&in&the&overall&RH.&
 
 
Figure!511&Solution!analysis!of!nNOS!and!nNOS1CaM!(left)&SEC?MALS&
analysis&of&the&nNOS&dimer&(blue),&showing&a&7.9?ml&elution&volume.&Following&
incubation&with&CaM,&the&nNOS?CaM&complex&(red)&elutes&at&7.7&ml.&(right)&NO&
synthesis&activity&for&nNOS&incubated&with&CaM&and&nNOS&alone,&measured&by&
the&oxyhemoglobin&assay.&Activity&assay&was&performed&by&the&Osawa&Lab.&&
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NO&synthesis&activity&was&investigated&by&an&oxyhemoglobin&activity&assay&
for&these&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&preparations&and&the&rates&were&determined&to&
be&6&and&492&nmol&NO&per&min&per&mg,&respectively&(Figure&5?1&right).&This&
significant&80?fold&increase&in&activity&indicates&the&critical&dependence&on&CaM&
binding&for&the&catalytic&activation&of&nNOS.&Based&on&the&unchanged&elongated&
state&of&nNOS:CaM&in&solution&it&remained&unclear&how&electron&transfer&could&
occur&across&the&domains.&We&hypothesized&that&while&the&average&shape&of&
nNOS:CaM&may&be&extended,&additional&conformations&that&support&NO&
synthesis&may&exist&in&equilibrium.&&
To&explore&the&conformation&and&structure&of&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&we&
used&single&particle&EM.&Because&of&the&expected&flexibility&of&the&nNOS&
complexes,&high?contrast&negative?stain&methods&were&used.&Following&SEC?
MALS&analysis,&samples&were&collected&and&immediately&prepared&for&EM.&In&
micrographs&and&single&particle&images,&nNOS&(Figure&5?2&left)&and&nNOS:CaM&
(Figure&5?2&right)&were&confirmed&to&be&in&an&overall&elongated&conformation&with&
an&approximate&length&of&250&Å.&Additional&conformations&were&also&prevalent&
including&V?shaped&structures&with&a&variable&open&angle&and&a&more&compact,&
closed&structure.&This&demonstrates&that&indeed&nNOS&exists&in&an&ensemble&of&
conformational&states.&The&presence&of&saturating&amounts&of&substrate&(Arg)&
and&active&site&inhibitors&(NG?hydroxy?L?Arg&and&7?nitroindazole)&was&also&tested&
with&and&without&CaM,&however&no&differences&in&nNOS&were&observed.&
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&
!
Distinct!Conformational!States!of!nNOS!and!nNOS:CaM!!
To&further&characterize&the&conformational&states&of&NOS&and&the&consequence&
of&CaM&binding&we&collected&single&particle&data&sets&of&nNOS&alone&and&
nNOS:CaM&and&performed&2D&reference?free&averaging&and&analysis&using&the&
recently?developed&ISAC&method&(Yang&et&al.,&2012).&Three&lobes&of&density&are&
well&defined&in&the&majority&of&2D&averages&of&nNOS&alone,&enabling&domain&
localization&based&on&comparisons&with&crystal&structures&(Figure&5?3).&The&
oxygenase&dimer&forms&a&central,&oval?shaped&structure,&while&reductase&
domains&are&distal&with&little&density&connecting&the&domains.&&
Figure!512!Selected!negative!stain!micrographs!of!nNOS!and!nNOS1CaM&
Representative&micrograph&images&and&boxed&single&particles&of&negatively&
stained&nNOS&(left)&and&nNOS?CaM&(right)&isolated&by&SEC?MALS&(scale&bar=&
200Å) 
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&
&
&
&
&
Extended,&V?shaped&and&closed&conformations&are&clearly&apparent&in&the&2D&
averages&(Figure&5?3).&Notably,&the&V?shaped&structures&have&a&symmetrical&
arrangement&of&the&reductase&domains,&indicating&the&extended?to?closed&
conformational&change&is&potentially&coordinated&across&the&monomers.&In&the&2D&
averages&of&the&nNOS:CaM&complex&both&reductase&domains&are&well&defined&
and&similar&extended,&V?shaped&and&closed&conformations&are&observed.&
However,&two&significant&distinctions&are&apparent&compared&to&nNOS&alone.&
First,&additional&density&is&observed&between&the&reductase&and&oxygenase&
domains.&Although&small,&this&density&is&observed&on&both&sides&of&the&dimer&and&
appears&to&increase&the&connectivity&between&the&domains&compared&to&NOS&
alone.&This&likely&corresponds&to&CaM&based&on&the&known&binding&site&between&
Figure!513!2D!class!averages!of!nNOS!show!conformational!states!
Representative&averages&and&single&particle&images&from&each&class,&
highlighting&an&extended?to?closed&conformational&change&for&the&nNOS&
dimer.&Position&of&the&Oxy&and&Red&domains&are&labeled&(scale!bar!=&100&Å)!
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the&domains.&Difference&images&were&generated&between&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&
in&an&attempt&to&better&visualize&the&density,&but&additional&conformational&
changes&prevented&precise&alignment.&
Secondly,&in&the&CaM?bound&complex&the&reductase&domains&are&in&an&
alternate&conformational&state,&forming&a&clamp?like&structure&with&a&subdomain&
portion&that&separates&and&rotates&away&from&the&complex&in&several&distinct&
arrangements&(Figure&5?4).&This&large&rearrangement&of&the&reductase&domain&is&
not&observed&in&the&2D&averages&of&nNOS&alone.&&&
&
&
&
&
&
The&overall&conformational&equilibrium&was&characterized&for&nNOS&and&
nNOS:CaM&by&comparing&the&fraction&of&particles&that&adopt&extended,&
intermediate&and&closed&conformations,&based&on&the&2D&averages&(Figure&5?5).&
Figure!514!Representative!2D!class!averages!of!nNOS1CaM!show!
domain!and!Red!conformational!changes&Class&averages&and&single&
particles&of&nNOS?CaM&are&shown&highlighting&conformational&changes&in&
the&reductase&domain.&CaM&density&is&label&and&located&between&the&Oxy&
and&Red&domains.&The&number&of&single&particle&images&for&each&average&
is&shown&(scale!bar!=&100&Å)!!
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For&nNOS&alone&about&40%&are&extended&while&10%&are&in&the&closed&
conformation&compared&to&30%&extended&and&15%&closed&for&nNOS:CaM.&This&
indicates&a&slight&shift&to&the&closed&conformation&for&nNOS:CaM,&however&both&
complexes&are&primarily&in&an&intermediate&arrangement&(53%&and&55%,&
respectively).&From&this&we&conclude&that&CaM?binding&does&not&significantly&alter&
the&overall&conformational&equilibrium&of&the&dimer,&supporting&our&SEC?MALS&
analysis.&&
&
For&complete&characterization&of&the&changes&in&the&reductase&domain&
resulting&from&CaM&binding,&the&entire&set&of&class&averages&of&nNOS&alone&and&
nNOS:CaM&are&shown&(Figure&5?6).&The&reductase&domains&remain&globular&for&
nearly&all&averages&of&nNOS&alone,&but&clearly&adopt&a&variety&of&different&
structural&states&in&the&averages&of&the&nNOS:CaM&complex.&While&this&
conformational&change&appears&symmetrical&in&some&averages,&many&are&
asymmetric&with&each&reductase&domain&adopting&a&different&arrangement.&
Figure!515&Conformational!equilibrium!of!nNOS!Bar&graph&showing&the&
fraction&of&nNOS&and&nNOS?CaM&single&particles&that&adopt&extended,&
intermediate&V?shaped,&or&closed&conformations,&based&on&the&arrangements&
identified&in&the&two?dimensional&averages.&
&
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Furthermore,&these&reductase&conformations&are&present&in&combination&with&the&
different&extended?closed&states&of&the&dimer.&Overall&these&results&demonstrate&
that&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&undergo&a&large&extended?to?closed&conformational&
change&that&brings&the&reductase&domains&together.&CaM&is&localized&between&
the&domains&and&induces&a&significant&rearrangement&of&the&reductase&domain&
appearing&as&an&opening&clamp&that&separates&the&reductase&domain&into&two&
distinct&subdomains.&
&
&
!
!
Chemical!Crosslinking!Stabilizes!nNOS:CaM!in!a!Closed!State.!!
While&our&2D&EM&analysis&points&to&significant&structural&changes&that&
result&from&CaM&binding,&a&3D&reconstruction&was&required&to&determine&the&
architecture&of&this&CaM?stabilized&arrangement.&However,&the&ensemble&of&
Figure!516!Complete!set!of!reference1free!two1dimensional!class!
averages!of!nNOS!and!nNOS1CaM&A&total&of&124&averages&were&
determined&from&7,326&particles&for&nNOS&alone&(left!panel),&and&139&
classes&were&determined&from&8,818&particles&for&nNOS?CaM&(right!panel)&
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different&conformational&states&we&identified&presented&significant&challenges&for&
determining&a&3D&reconstruction.&Chemical&crosslinking,&typically&with&
glutaraldehyde,&is&an&established&method&we&have&used&previously&to&stabilize&a&
single&conformation&and&improve&homogeneity&(Southworth&and&Agard,&2011b&
Stark,&2010).&Therefore,&we&tested&a&glutaraldehyde&crosslinking&method&where&
nNOS:CaM,&isolated&by&SEC?MALS,&was&incubated&with&low&concentrations&
(0.01%)&of&crosslinker&for&short&time&points&and&then&quenched.&Uniform&
crosslinking&and&the&absence&of&aggregation&were&established&by&additional&SEC&
separation&of&a&single&species&(data&not&shown).&In&negative?stain&micrographs&
and&single&particle&images&glutaraldehyde?crosslinked&nNOS:CaM&appeared&
remarkably&homogeneous&and&in&a&closed&conformational&state&(Figure&5?7).&&
&
&
&
&
An&initial&single&particle&data&set&was&collected&and&analyzed&by&reference?
free&2D&averaging&methods.&In&the&2D&projection&averages&the&reductase&
Figure!517!Crosslinked!nNOS1CaM!micrographs!and!single!particles&
nNOS?CaM&cross?linked&(CXL)&with&0.01%&glutaraldehyde&is&shown&in&a&
representative&micrograph&image&and&selected&particles&(scale&bar=200&Å)&
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domains&are&clearly&identifiable&in&a&closed&arrangement&adjacent&the&oxygenase&
dimer&(Figure&5?8&top).&This&closed&arrangement&is&similar&to&the&small&population&
of&closed&particles&observed&with&nNOS:CaM&(Figure&5?8&bottom).&For&the&
crosslinked&complex&the&domains&appear&better&defined&with&significant&additional&
views.&Crosslinked&nNOS&dimer&alone&was&also&tested&and&appeared&to&form&a&
similar&closed&state.&Because&nNOS&is&inactive&in&the&absence&of&CaM&and&the&
reductase&domain&rearrangement&we&observe&was&only&found&in&the&presence&of&
CaM,&additional&structural&characterization&of&the&nNOS&dimer&alone&was&not&
performed.&In&previous&work,&crosslinking&by&glutaraldehyde&was&shown&to&
stabilize&nucleotide?dependent&structural&states&of&the&heat&shock&protein&90&that&
are&normally&sampled&during&the&conformational&cycle&(Southworth&and&Agard,&
2008).&Our&data&here&demonstrate&that&crosslinking&nNOS:CaM&similarly&captures&
a&functional&arrangement&we&observe&in&the&uncrosslinked&sample.&Based&on&the&
shorter&distance&between&the&reductase&and&oxygenase&domains&compared&to&
the&other&states,&this&closed&conformation&is&the&most&probable&arrangement&for&
supporting&a&cross?monomer&FMN?heme&electron&transfer&mechanism.&
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!
!
3D!EM!Reconstruction!of!nNOS:CaM!Identifies!a!Closed,!Cross6Monomer!
Arrangement.!!
From&our&2D&analysis,&the&crosslinked&nNOS:CaM&complex&appeared&
homogenous&and&adopted&multiple&orientations&with&clearly&defined&features,&
making&it&suitable&for&3D&reconstruction&methods.&To&achieve&an&accurate&3D&
initial&model&we&relied&on&the&random&conical&tilt&(RCT)&method,&where&a&3D&
reconstruction&from&a&single&2D&class&is&determined&from&data&tilted&to&60°&
(Radermacher&et&al.,&1987).&We&utilized&this&method&to&compare&several&
reconstructions&from&different&classes&without&imposing&symmetry&to&generate&
unbiased&initial&models.&The&RCT&models&were&then&used&as&starting&models&in&
3D&refinements&carried&out&with&the&entire&untilted&dataset.&As&with&our&initial&2D&
Figure!518!Two1dimensional!reference1free!averages!of!nNOS1CaM!CXL&
(top)&Selected&class&averages&with&the&number&of&single&particles&per&average&
(scale!bar!=!100&Å).&(bottom)&Comparison&of&two?dimensional&averages&of&
uncross?linked&nNOS?CaM&in&the&closed&conformation&and&nNOS?CaM&CXL,&
following&two?dimensional&alignment.&
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analysis&above,&untilted&projection&averages&showed&that&the&particles&adopt&
multiple&orientations.&Following&3D&backprojection&of&the&tilted&data&from&well?
populated&classes&(>200&particles)&it&was&clear&that&particles&that&orient&with&“side”&
views&with&three&distinct&domains&provided&the&most&consistent&RCT&
reconstruction&(Figure&5?9,&left).&Similar&RCT&reconstructions&were&achieved&from&
several&different&classes,&identifying&a&two?fold&symmetric&arrangement&of&the&
complex.&The&model&from&class&13&was&used&for&the&refinements&with&the&full&data&
set,&but&all&models&were&tested&and&converged&similarly.&3D&refinements&were&
then&carried&out&using&the&RELION&method&(Scheres,&2012).&Projections&of&the&
final&model&match&the&reference?free&averages&generated&independently&and&
there&is&good&particle&distribution&among&the&projection&angles,&although&some&
views&were&preferred&(Figure&5?9,&right).&
&
Figure!519!RCT!initial!model!generation!of!nNOS1CaM!CXL!data!(left)!Three?
dimensional&RCT&reconstructions,&generated&from&tilted&data&corresponding&to&the&
indicated&two?dimensional&class.&The&reconstruction&from&class&13&was&used&as&the&
starting&model&for&additional&three?dimensional&refinement.&(right)&Two?dimensional&
projections&(Proj.)&of&the&final&three?dimensional&reconstruction&aligned&to&reference?
free&class&averages&(RF!Av.)&of&cross?linked&nNOS?CaM.&
&
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&
The&final&3D&model&was&calculated&to&be&at&23&Å&resolution&using&the&gold?
standard&Fourier&shell&correlation&procedure.&The&model&appears&similar&to&the&
RCT&models&but&with&improved&definition&of&the&three&lobes&of&density,&identifying&
a&cross?monomer&arrangement&(Figure&5?10).&
&
In&the&structure&a&large&‘head’&domain&is&connected&to&two&globular&base&
domains&by&an&‘arm’&that&extends&across&the&structure,&with&a&central&space&
between&the&head&and&base&domains.&The&crystal&structure&of&the&nNOS&
oxygenase&dimer&fits&well&into&the&head&region&of&the&structure&with&the&C?
terminus&and&α1?α2&helices&aligning&to&where&the&arms&project&downward&(Figure&
5?11,&left).&Agreement&with&the&crystal&structure&is&further&confirmed&in&a&cross?
section&side?view&that&reveals&a&cavity&that&matches&the&solvent&accessible&site&of&
the&heme?binding&pocket&(Figure&5?11,&right).&Overall&no&significant&
Figure!5110!Three1dimensional!model!of!nNOS1CaM&3D&reconstruction&colored&
along&the&two?fold&axis&to&show&the&monomer&arrangement.&
&
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conformational&change&is&observed&in&the&oxygenase&dimer&compared&to&the&
crystal&structure.&In&this&structural&arrangement&CaM&is&expected&to&be&located&in&
the&connecting&arms&across&the&complex&while&the&reductase&domains&are&
positioned&adjacent&the&oxygenase&domain&of&the&alternate&monomer.&
&
Molecular!Model!of!the!nNOS:CaM!Complex!Reveals!an!FMN!Rotation!to!
a!Deshielded!State!
Next&we&worked&to&build&a&complete&molecular&model&of&the&nNOS:CaM&
complex&to&determine&whether&nNOS&is&in&a&conformation&that&could&support&
electron&transfer&across&the&domains.&When&the&crystal&structure&of&the&nNOS&
reductase&domain&was&docked&into&the&EM&map&the&NADPH&and&FAD&domains&
aligned&well&to&the&curved&globular&base&and&the&FMN&domain&was&positioned&
above,&near&where&the&arms&connect&across&to&the&oxygenase&domain&and&where&
CaM&is&expected&to&be&localized&(Figure&5?12,&left)&(Garcin&et&al.,&2004).&&The&
CaM&binding&helix&was&included&in&the&fit&and&oriented&based&on&the&crystal&
Figure!5111!Docked!Oxygenase!domain!of!nNOS!into!final!reconstruction!!
(left)&The&oxygenase&dimer&(Protein&Data&Bank&(PDB)&ID:&1RS9)&docked&into&the&
EM&map&and&locally&optimized&using&Chimera.&The&heme&cofactors&are&shown&in&
red.!(right),&cross?section&view&showing&a&pocket&in&the&EM&model&that&matches&
the&location&of&the&heme&cofactor.&
&
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structure&of&the&FMN&domain?CaM&complex&(Xia&et&al.,&2009).&In&this&arrangement&
the&CaM&binding&helix&projects&away&from&the&oxygenase&domain,&across&the&
dimer&in&an&orientation&that&is&incompatible&with&the&EM&model.&Furthermore,&the&
FMN&cofactor&is&positioned&in&the&center&of&the&reductase&domain&in&a&shielded&
conformation,&nearly&100&Å&away&from&the&heme&pocket,&thus&a&different&
arrangement&of&the&FMN&domain&would&be&required&for&electron&transfer&to&the&
oxygenase&domain.&&
!
To&achieve&a&more&accurate&model,&the&FMN&domain,&including&the&CaM&
binding&helix,&was&rotated&to&fit&in&the&density&that&extends&toward&the&oxygenase&
domain&(Figure&5?12,&right).&This&was&achieved&by&treating&residues&511?951&as&a&
rigid&body&and&rotating&around&a&pivot&point&set&in&the&flexible&‘hinge’&region&
(residues&944&?&968).&Notably,&there&are&two&forms&of&the&reductase&domain&in&the&
crystal&structure&that&are&related&by&a&minor&rotation&about&this&hinge,&supporting&
Figure!5112!Rotation!of!FMN!domain!modeled!for!a!single!nNOS!
monomer!(left)!Fit&of&the&reductase&domain&(PDB&ID:&1TLL)&showing&the&FMN&
domain&(orange)&in&the&shielded&arrangement&with&the&aligned&CaM&binding&
helix&(PDB&ID:&3HR4)&and&NADPH?FAD&domains&(blue).&(right)&Fit&of&the&
reductase&domain&with&CaM&(pink)&and&showing&the&rotation&of&the&FMN&
domain&around&the&flexible&hinge&(*)&to&a&proposed&FMN?released,&deshielded&
state.&Cofactors&are&shown&in&red.&
&&
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the&basis&for&the&rotation&tested&here&(Garcin&et&al.,&2004).&The&AI&helix&was&
excluded&from&the&fit&because&of&its&known&flexibility.&In&this&proposed&deshielded&
state&the&FMN&domain&fits&more&completely&into&the&density&and&the&cofactor&is&
now&exposed&and&projects&upward&towards&the&oxygenase&domain&of&the&
adjacent&monomer.&In&addition,&CaM&fits&into&the&connecting&arm&with&the&CaM&
binding&helix&oriented&towards&the&oxygenase&domain.&The&29&residues&between&
the&CaM&binding&helix&and&the&oxygenase&domain&that&are&missing&in&existing&
crystal&structures&likely&make&up&the&remaining&density&in&the&connecting&arm.&&
When&this&reductase?CaM&conformation&is&symmetrized&to&form&a&
complete&holoenzyme&complex&there&are&no&clashes&across&the&dimer,&supporting&
the&overall&arrangement&(Figure&5?13).&The&β?finger&that&includes&the&CD2A&loop&
(residues&1060?1082)&in&the&reductase&domain&is&positioned&along&the&two?fold&
axis&in&our&model,&making&possible&contacts&across&the&dimer&that&could&support&
this&closed&dimer&conformation.&&This&loop&forms&part&of&a&dimer&interface&in&the&
crystal&form&of&the&reductase&structure&and&has&functional&roles&in&facilitating&CaM&
binding&and&NO&synthesis&(Garcin&et&al.,&2004b&Knudsen&et&al.,&2003).&&
&
Figure!5113!Complete!molecular!model!the!nNOS1CaM!complex!in!the!
deshielded!state.&
&
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&
The&shielded?deshielded&conformational&change&we&identify&here&involves&
a&large,&115°&rotation&of&the&FMN&domain&that&re?orients&the&cofactor&below&the&
oxygenase&domain&of&the&adjacent&monomer,&at&about&25&Å&away&(Figure&5?14,&
left).&Importantly,&this&alternate&reductase&conformation&highlights&a&rotation&that&
would&increase&accessibility&to&the&FMN&cofactor&and&potentially&favor&electron&
transfer&to&the&heme&or&other&electron&acceptors.&To&further&verify&the&rotated&
position&of&the&FMN&domain,&we&compared&2D&projections&of&our&reductase?CaM&
deshielded&model,&calculated&from&the&crystal&structures,&with&the&2D&averages&of&
the&uncrosslinked&nNOS:CaM&complex&(Figure&5?14,&right).&An&open&clamp&
structure&is&identified&in&the&2D&projections&of&the&deshielded&model&and&the&
conformation&and&position&of&CaM&and&the&FMN&domain&agree&with&the&2D&
experimental&class&averages&of&nNOS:CaM.&While&a&more&extended&reductase&
conformation&is&observed&in&some&2D&averages,&suggesting&an&increased&
rotation,&the&majority&are&similar&to&this&open&clamp&structure,&confirming&that&the&
proposed&rotation&of&the&FMN&domain&is&the&underlying&CaM?dependent&
conformational&change.&&
&
&
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&
&
!
!
5.4!Discussion!
From&the&data&presented&here&we&propose&a&model&where&large&
conformational&changes&of&the&nNOS&dimer&are&coupled&to&CaM?driven&release&of&
the&FMN&domain&during&the&NO&synthesis&cycle&(Figure&5?15).&In&the&absence&of&
CaM,&nNOS&exists&in&an&equilibrium&of&extended,&intermediate&and&closed&states,&
defined&by&changes&in&the&connecting&arm&that&alter&the&relative&reductase?
oxygenase&position.&The&FMN&domain&remains&protected&in&the&shielded&
conformation&and&NO&synthesis&does&not&occur.&CaM&binding&does&not&
significantly&change&this&equilibrium&but&induces&flexibility&in&the&reductase&
domain&that&causes&the&FMN&domain&to&release&and&undergo&a&large&rotation&that&
exposes&the&FMN&cofactor,&enabling&electron&transfer&across&the&domains.&&
Our&EM&structure&and&pseudo?atomic&model&of&nNOS&captures,&for&the&first&
time,&this&CaM?dependent&conformational&change&in&the&FMN&that&has&been&
proposed&in&previous&kinetic&studies&(Ilagan&et&al.,&2008b&Welland&et&al.,&2008).&
Our&2D&averages&indicate&the&deshielded,&FMN?released&state&occurs&in&
extended,&intermediate&and&closed&dimer&arrangements.&Because&of&the&long&
distance&between&the&reductase&and&oxygenase&domains&in&the&more&extended&
states&(potentially&>&100&Å)&we&argue&FMN?heme&electron&transfer&across&the&
monomers&would&be&improved&in&the&closed&state.&However,&given&the&dynamic&
Figure!5114!FMN!deshielding!compared!in!CXL!and!uncrosslinked!
nNOS!(left)&Close?up&view&of&the&reductase&domain&with&the&FMN&in&the&
shielded&(light!orange)&and&deshielded&(dark!orange)&states&indicating&a&115°&
rotation.&(right)&comparison&of&two?dimensional&averages&of&uncross?linked&
nNOS?CaM&(left!panels)&and&two?dimensional&projections&of&the&proposed&
reductase?CaM&deshielded&arrangement&(right!panels)&
&
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conformations&of&nNOS:CaM&we&have&identified,&certain&asymmetric&
arrangements&of&the&complex&may&also&facilitate&FMN?heme&electron&transfer.&&
Flanking&hinge&elements&are&thought&to&enable&the&FMN&to&shift&between&
shielded&and&deshielded&states&to&favor&respective&NADPH?FAD?FMN&and&FMN?
heme&electron&transfer&(Haque&et&al.,&2012).&While&the&requirement&of&CaM&
binding&is&unique&to&NOS,&flexibility&of&the&FAD?FMN&hinge&has&been&observed&in&
several&CYPOR&structures&and&is&known&to&be&important&to&catalytic&function.&
Thus,&the&large&rotation&of&the&FMN&we&have&identified&here&may&be&a&conserved&
mechanism&to&control&redox&cycling&by&the&oxidoreductase&enzymes.&&
&
Figure!5115!Proposed!conformational!model!for!NO!synthesis!by!nNOS.!NO&
synthesis&involves&two&distinct&changes&in&the&NOS&holoenzyme&complex:&1)&an&
extended?to?closed&conformational&equilibrium&that&brings&the&reductase&domains&
together&in&a&cross?monomer&arrangement,&and&2)&release&and&rotation&of&the&
FMN&domain&triggered&by&CaM&binding&that&positions&the&FMN&cofactor&for&
electron&transfer&across&to&the&adjacent&oxygenase&domain&in&the&closed&state.&&
&
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From&our&model&the&FMN&domain&does&not&directly&contact&the&oxygenase&
domain,&as&proposed&from&previous&work&(Smith&et&al.,&2013b&Tejero&et&al.,&2010).&
However,&a&minor&rotation&of&the&connecting&arm&would&bring&the&domains&closer&
and&position&the&FMN&adjacent&the&heme&pocket.&Therefore,&the&cross&monomer&
arrangement&and&FMN&domain&rotation&captured&in&the&EM&structure&are&arguably&
the&primary&conformational&changes&on?path&for&the&final&steps&of&NO&synthesis.&
The&closed&conformation&in&the&3D&reconstruction&appears&to&be&supported&by&
additional&reductase?reductase&interactions&based&on&our&molecular&model.&While&
this&supports&a&potential&role&for&a&reductase?reductase&interaction&in&stabilizing&
the&arrangement,&previous&experiments&established&that&heterodimer&complexes&
containing&one&reductase&domain&are&catalytically&active&(Siddhanta&et&al.,&1996).&
Therefore&this&interaction&would&not&be&required&for&synthesis,&but&based&on&our&
model&we&argue&the&contacts,&such&as&through&the&CD2A&loop&(Garcin&et&al.,&
2004b&Knudsen&et&al.,&2003),&could&provide&additional&catalytic&or&regulatory&
control.&Additional&experiments&and&higher&resolution&structures&are&required&to&
better&characterize&this&interaction&and&potential&function.&&
From&the&2D&classification&of&nNOS:CaM&the&reductase&domain&adopts&
several&conformations,&suggesting&that&both&shielded&and&deshielded&states&are&
accessible&in&the&CaM?bound&state.&This&fits&with&kinetic&models&where&CaM&
remains&bound&throughout&the&catalytic&cycle&to&accelerate&both&interflavin&and&
FMN?heme&electron&transfer&steps&(Abu?Soud&et&al.,&1994).&The&conformational&
equilibrium&we&observe&indicates&that&the&FMN&domain&would&be&closest&to&the&
oxygenase&domain&of&the&adjacent&monomer&in&the&closed&state,&supporting&a&
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cross?monomer&electron&transfer&mechanism&when&this&conformation&is&sampled.&
While&the&V?shaped&and&closed&conformations&in&the&2D&averages&appear&to&be&
symmetric,&indicating&a&coupling&between&the&monomers,&the&CaM?dependent&
opening&of&the&reductase&domains&is&largely&asymmetric.&Thus,&the&final&electron&
transfer&step&may&occur&independently&or&alternate&between&the&monomers.&
A&conserved&reductase&domain&Arg&residue&(R753&in&nNOS),&identified&to&
form&a&salt&bridge&with&CaM&in&the&iNOS&FMN&domain?CaM&structure&was&shown&
in&recent&studies&to&be&important&for&enhancing&CaM?dependent&catalytic&activity&
(Haque&et&al.,&2012b&Panda&et&al.,&2013b&Xia&et&al.,&2009).&Our&results&provide&
additional&structural&framework&for&this&interaction&and&support&a&model&whereby&
this&salt&bridge&and&other&interactions&that&stabilize&the&FMN&domain?CaM&
arrangement&function&to&drive&the&release&of&the&FMN&domain&from&the&shielded&
state&and&stabilize&the&open?clamp&conformation&we&have&identified.&We&argue&
that&these&changes&function&together&with&the&inherent&extended?to?closed&
conformational&equilibrium&to&transiently&position&the&FMN&adjacent&to&the&
oxygenase&domain.&&
Finally,&while&the&core&mechanism&of&electron&transfer&is&highly&conserved,&
the&NO&synthesis&rates&vary&significantly&among&the&isoforms&and&have&been&
attributed&to&differences&in&sequence&elements&between&the&domains&(Ilagan&et&
al.,&2008b&Roman&and&Masters,&2006).&In&particular,&the&40?residue&AI&loop&found&
in&nNOS&and&eNOS&affects&the&Ca2+&response&in&CaM&binding&while&the&CT&
segment&has&been&shown&to&regulate&multiple&steps&in&electron&transfer&(Tiso&et&
al.,&2007).&Structurally&how&these&elements&might&control&the&catalytic&cycle&is&
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unknown,&but&this&could&occur&by&altering&the&open?closed&conformational&
equilibrium&or&FMN?release&state&observed&with&nNOS,&and&thus&provide&a&
unique&means&for&regulatory&control&of&NO&synthesis&for&the&different,&isoform?
specific&aspects&of&cellular&function.&
&
5.5!Methods&
Expression!and!Purification!of!nNOS!and!CaM&
The&cDNA&for&rat&nNOS&was&kindly&provided&by&Dr.&S.&Snyder&(Johns&
Hopkins&University).&(6R)?5,6,7,8?Tetrahydro?L?biopterin&(BH4)&was&purchased&
from&Dr.&Schirck’s&Laboratory&(Jona,&Switzerland).&&Heme,&ATP,&creatine&
phosphokinase,&L?arginine,&NG?nitro?L?arginine,&and&NG?nitro?D?arginine&were&
purchased&from&Sigma&(St.&Louis,&MO)&and&creatine&phosphate&was&from&Fluka&
(St.&Louis,&MO).&&Untagged&nNOS&dimer&protein&was&expressed&using&a&
recombinant&baculovirus,&Sf9&insect&cell&system&and&purified&by&2’,5’?ADP&
Sepharose&and&gel?filtration&chromatography&as&described&(Bender&et&al.,&1999).&
Heme&was&added&as&an&albumin&conjugate&during&the&expression&to&convert&all&of&
the&nNOS&to&the&holo?nNOS&dimer.&The&human&CaM&plasmid,&pACYC/trc?hCaM,&
was&a&gift&from&the&R.&Neubig&lab&(University&of&Michigan)&and&expression&and&
purification&was&performed&essentially&as&described&(Li&et&al.,&2008).&
&
NOS!Activity!assay!and!SEC6MALS!analysis&
NO&synthesis&activity&was&determined&by&measuring&the&conversion&of&
oxyhemoglobin&to&methemoglobin,&as&described&(Bender&et&al.,&2000).&&Samples&
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were&incubated&at&37°C&in&100&µM&CaCl2,&100&µM&L?arginine,&100&µM&BH4,&100&
units/ml&catalase,&5&µg/ml&CaM,&25&µM&oxyhemoglobin,&and&an&NADPH&
regenerating&system&consisting&of&400&mM&NADP+,&10&mM&glucose?6?phosphate,&
and&1&unit/ml&glucose?6?phosphate&dehydrogenase,&expressed&as&final&
concentrations,&in&a&total&volume&of&180&µl&of&50&mM&potassium&phosphate,&pH&
7.4.&&The&rate&of&oxyhemoglobin&oxidation&was&monitored&by&UV&absorbance&(!=&
401?411&nm)&with&a&microplate&reader.&The&average&molecular&weight&(Mw)&and&
hydrodynamic&radius&(RH)&of&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&were&determined&by&
separation&using&a&WTC?050S5&SEC&column&(Wyatt&Technology&Corporation)&
with&an&Akta&micro&(GE&Healthcare)&and&analysis&with&a&DAWN&HELEOS&II&MALS&
detector&equipped&with&a&WyattQELS&dynamic&light&scattering&(DLS)&detector,&
and&Optilab&rEX&differential&refractive&index&detector&using&ASTRA&VI&software&
(Wyatt&Technology&Corporation).&The&Mw&was&determined&from&the&Raleigh&ratio&
calculated&by&measuring&the&static&light&scattering&and&corresponding&protein&
concentration&of&a&selected&peak.&Bovine&serum&albumin&served&as&a&calibration&
standard.&For&SEC?MALS,&30&μM&nNOS&was&incubated&with&or&without&60&μM&
CaM&for&20&minutes&on&ice&in&the&running&buffer,&containing&20&mM&HEPES,&pH&
7.5,&100&mM&KCl,&1&mM&DTT,&2&mM&CaCl2&and&15&μM&BH4.&
&
EM!sample!preparation!and!data!collection.!
Peak&fractions&collected&following&SEC?MALS&were&diluted&1/20&in&buffer&
and&negatively&stained&with&0.75%&uranyl&formate&(pH&5.5?6.0)&on&thin&carbon?
layered&400&mesh&copper&grids&(Pelco)&as&described&(Ohi&et&al.,&2004).&Chemical&
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crosslinking&was&performed&following&SEC?MALS&by&incubating&nNOS:CaM&with&
0.01%&glutaraldehyde&for&20&minutes&then&quenching&with&20&mM&Tris&pH&7.5,&as&
previously&described&(Southworth&and&Agard,&2008).&Crosslinked&nNOS:CaM&
was&then&re?purified&by&SEC&using&a&Superdex&200&Precision&Column&(GE&
Healthcare)&and&EM&grids&were&prepared&as&above.&Samples&were&imaged&under&
low&dose&conditions&using&a&G2&Spirit&TEM&(FEI)&operated&at&120&keV.&
Micrographs&were&taken&at&52,000x&magnification&with&2.16&Å&per&pixel&using&a&4k&
x&4k&CCD&camera&(Gatan).&Single&particles&of&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&were&
manually&selected&using&E2boxer&(EMAN2)&&(Tang&et&al.,&2007)and&totaled&
12,207&and&13,340,&respectively.&Data&for&RCT&reconstructions&was&collected&by&
imaging&at&0°&and&60°&and&selecting&12,323&single&particle&tilt&pairs&using&
e2RCTboxer&(EMAN2).&
&
EM!data!processing!and!molecular!modeling!
&Reference&free&2D&classification&of&uncrosslinked&nNOS&and&nNOS:CaM&
was&performed&using&the&Iterative&Stable&Alignment&and&Clustering&(ISAC)&
method&(Yang&et&al.,&2012).&The&total&particle&sets&were&processed&through&20&
initial&iterations&of&classification&then&five&iterations&of&2?way&matching,&generating&
124&classes&from&7,326&particles&for&nNOS&and&139&classes&from&8,818&particles&
for&nNOS:CaM.&For&the&RCT&reconstructions,&reference&free&2D&classification&of&
the&untilted&data&was&performed&and&initial&3D&maps&were&calculated&from&the&
single&classes&using&the&corresponding&tilted&data&with&SPIDER&(Frank&et&al.,&
1996b&Radermacher&et&al.,&1987).&3D&refinement&using&the&untilted&data&was&then&
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performed&with&RELION&(Scheres,&2012)&where&the&RCT&model&was&used&as&an&
initial&model,&low?pass&filtered&to&60&Å,&and&two?fold&symmetry&was&imposed.&The&
3D&classification&procedure&was&used&with&two&classes&and&20&rounds&of&
refinement.&The&map&that&agreed&best&with&the&oxygenase&dimer&crystal&structure&
was&from&5,570&particles&and&selected&for&an&additional&6&rounds&of&refinement&
using&3D&auto?refine.&Crystal&structures&were&docked&in&the&final&map&using&
Chimera,&with&the&‘Fit&in&Map’&command&for&the&oxygenase&dimer&and&manually&
for&the&reductase&domain&(Pettersen&et&al.,&2004).&The&‘deshielded’&arrangement&
was&achieved&by&manually&rotating&the&FMN&domain&around&a&pivot&point&
between&residues&944&–&968.&The&structure&of&the&CaM:FMN?CaM?binding&helix&
complex&was&aligned&to&the&FMN&domain&and&the&arrangement&was&symmetrized&
for&the&final&molecular&model.&The&degree&of&rotation&between&the&FMN&positions&
was&determined&from&the&angle&between&two&planes&drawn&through&the&center&of&
the&domains&using&Chimera.&
&
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Chapter!6!
Discussion!and!Future!Directions!
6.1!Abstract!
Work%presented%in%this%dissertation%aimed%to%use%TEM%to%study%a%vast%
range%of%conformational%changes%within%client%and%chaperone%protein%complexes.%
By%studying%Hsp104,%three%unique%conformational%states%were%captured%and%
revealed%remarkable%insight%into%the%structure%of%Hsp104,%as%well%as%substrate%
binding%and%translocation%mechanisms%of%AAA+%domains.%Having%structural%
information%of%the%fullGlength%protein%proved%crucial%in%understanding%how%Hsp104%
functions%and%the%impact%of%hyperactive%point%mutations.%Assessing%the%
conformational%states%of%NOS%has%shown%a%FMN%deshielding%mechanism,%which%
is%required%for%electron%transfer.%By%using%RCT%the%first%3D%reconstruction%of%
nNOS%demonstrated%precise%positioning%for%a%115°%rotation%of%the%FMN%domain.%
Visualization%of%this%flexible%dimer%can%aid%in%the%efforts%to%selectively%inhibit%NOS%
isoforms%in%disease%and%cancer.%Overall%this%work%has%been%successful%in%using%
TEM%to%study%conformational%changes%within%both%chaperone%and%client%protein%
complexes.%Studies%to%further%understand%the%complicated%conformational%change%
mechanisms%of%Hsp104,%NOS%and%other%proteins%are%outlined%below.%%
!
!
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6.2!Hsp104!open!conformation!!
% Definitive%characterization%of%the%Hsp104%disaggregase%mechanism%has%
been%a%longGstanding%goal%for%understanding%HSP100s%function.%Even%with%a%
wealth%of%biochemical%studies,%conclusive%structural%information%is%critical%for%this%
goal.%Cryo%EM%was%used%to%determine%a%3D%reconstruction%of%the%AMPGPNP%
Hsp104%hexamer.%From%this%characterization,%a%spiral%asymmetric%arrangement%of%
AAA+%domains%was%observed.%This%formed%an%unprecedented%heteromeric%AAA+%
interaction%between%the%NBD1%and%NBD2%domains.%Moreover,%the%open%state%
revealed%a%distinct%MD%position%which%interacts%with%the%NBD1%of%the%adjacent%
monomer%during%the%ATP%state.%%
%
Asymmetric*AAA+*hexamers*
With%the%advancement%of%EM%techniques,%higher%resolution%structural%
models%of%AAA+%domains%are%being%determined%(Blok%et%al.,%2015X%Ripstein%et%al.,%
2017X%Sun%et%al.,%2017X%Zhao%et%al.,%2015).%While%some%AAA+%xGray%
crystallography%and%EM%structures%have%been%determined%and%validated%as%
symmetric%complexes,%others%have%been%shown%to%be%highly%asymmetric.%
Hsp104s%heteromeric%AAA+%contact%seems%to%be%in%a%catalytically%active%position%
that%could%be%a%site%of%hydrolysis%during%the%initial%stages%of%substrate%binding%
(Yokom%et%al.,%2016).%However,%this%open%state%of%Hsp104%is%different%from%the%
previously%determined%symmetric%reconstructions.%The%spiral%offset%in%Hsp104%is%
the%most%extreme%case%of%asymmetry%in%AAA+%proteins,%spanning%across%~50Å.%
AAA+%machines%with%two%AAA+%domains%seem%to%be%more%prone%to%an%
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asymmetric%state%due%to%the%size%of%the%complexes%and%flexibility%between%AAA+%
domains.%Nevertheless,%single%ring%AAA+%domain%complexes%have%also%shown%a%
significant%degree%of%asymmetry.%Further%studies,%with%different%nucleotides,%
validated%the%open%state%of%Hsp104.%Since%this%state%is%present%with%substrate%and%
under%actively%hydrolyzing%conditions,%it%is%plausibly%a%biologically%important%
conformation.%Understanding%how%this%asymmetric%arrangement%directly%impacts%
function%is%an%outstanding%question%after%the%discovery%of%this%extreme%
asymmetry.%EM%is%a%superb%structural%tool%for%studying%AAA+%structure,%as%it%can%
accommodate%the%typical%size%and%asymmetry%of%these%proteins,%which%may%
preclude%crystallographic%studies.%Further%work%will%rely%on%cryo%EM%to%dissect%the%
open%state%structure%and%its%mechanism%of%action.%%%
%
Hsp104*resting*state*
The%AMPGPNP%open%state%has%11%of%12%nucleotideGbinding%pockets%
occupied%and%likely%is%in%a%state%primed%for%hydrolysis.%However,%as%mentioned%
earlier,%we%have%been%unable%to%obtain%substrate%binding%to%the%open%state%of%
Hsp104.%Suggesting%that%when%disaggregase%function%is%not%required,%Hsp104’s%
open,%substrateGfree%state%may%serve%as%a%resting%state%of%Hsp104.%The%
conformational%change%induced%by%substrate%binding%is%distinctive%and%entails%a%
large%rearrangement%of%AAA+%domains%to%a%collapsed%closed%hexamer%formation,%
which%we%determined%by%solving%two%substrate%bound%states%(Gates%et%al.,%2017).%
While%our%studies%have%only%observed%substrate%bound%in%the%closed%and%
extended%conformations,%other%type%2%AAA+%structural%studies%show%a%similar%
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closed%conformation%but%without%substrate%in%the%central%channel%(Huang%et%al.,%
2016X%Ripstein%et%al.,%2017).%This%could%point%to%a%difference%between%the%various%
AAA+%proteins%translocation%mechanism%and%needs%to%be%studied%more%in%depth.%%
%
% Non8processive*translocation*
% Within%the%field%of%AAA+%translocation%there%is%considerable%debate%over%
the%possibility%of%both%nonGprocessive%and%processive%translocation%mechanisms.%
Likewise,%biochemical%studies%have%generated%a%variety%of%different%step%sizes%for%
translocation%(Haslberger%et%al.,%2010X%Li%et%al.,%2015).%Having%captured%both%an%
open%and%closed%state%for%Hsp104%may%have%clarified%how%both%are%possible.%A%
nonGprocessive%step%could%be%highly%dependent%on%the%open%conformation,%as%
suggested%by%the%presence%of%the%open%state%in%the%ATP%samples%that%were%
tested%(Gates%et%al.,%2017).%This%mechanism%could%be%specific%to%substrates%which%
are%only%pulled%free%from%an%aggregate%and%not%fully%translocated%through%the%
central%channel.%Alternatively,%the%nonGprocessive%translocation%steps%could%use%
the%open%to%closed%conformational%change%as%a%release%mechanism%for%stalled%
substrates.%Our%study%of%the%closed%to%extended%conformations%suggest%this%is%a%
processive%translocation,%therefore%these%structures%show%how%the%Hsp104%can%
accommodate%both%nonGprocessive%and%processive%mechanisms,%yielding%a%new%
perspective%on%a%universal%AAA+%translocation%mechanism%which%is%discussed%
below.%%
%
%
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%
%6.3!Substrate!bound!AAA+!complexes!%
% Universal*mechanism*of*AAA+*translocation*
My%thesis%work%on%the%substrate%bound%conformations%of%Hsp104%has%led%
to%an%intricate%model%for%AAA+%translocation%(Figure%4G18).%This%model%contains%a%
cycling%of%closed%and%extended%states%to%processively%pull%apart%protein%
aggregates%and%unfold%proteins.%Currently%there%are%no%other%published%studies,%
that%have%been%able%to%characterize%the%difference%between%these%two%
translocation%conformations.%Therefore,%it%is%enticing%to%think%that%this%model%is%a%
universal%aspect%of%AAA+%translocation,%which%has%not%yet%been%discovered.%
Observing%this%translocation%mechanism%may%serve%as%a%unifying%model%for%all%
AAA+%domain%translocation.%However,%there%is%a%possibility%that%the%structures%of%
Hsp104%display%a%unique%mechanism%relative%to%other%AAA+%domains.%This%
difference%in%mechanism%may%accommodate%the%various%functions%of%AAA+%
proteins%(Figure%1G11).%Recent%studies%have%shown%modest%resolution%models%for%
AAA+%substrate%binding.%Vps4,%a%AAA+%present%in%the%ESCRT%system,%was%
captured%bound%to%a%20%amino%acid%peptide%mimicking%the%native%Vat1%substrate%
(Monroe%et%al.,%2017X%Sun%et%al.,%2017).%Additionally,%a%AAA+%unfoldase,%VAT%
reconstruction,%was%determined%in%an%autoGtranslocation%state%where%the%
substrate%was%other%neighboring%VAT%hexamers%(Huang%et%al.,%2016X%Ripstein%et%
al.,%2017).%These%AAA+%models%show%similar%tyrosine%pore%loop%positions%as%our%
Hsp104%closed%state%(Figure%4G4).%However,%neither%showed%evidence%of%the%
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extended%state.%This%is%not%to%say%it%doesn’t%exist%but%may%have%been%overlooked%
or%difficult%to%capture.%In%order%to%decipher%the%AAA+%mechanism%in%more%detail,%
further%structural%and%functional%characterization%of%both%Hsp104%and%other%AAA+%
proteins%is%required.%%
%
Translocation*in*HSP100s*
HSP100s%function%on%a%wide%range%of%substrates%but%maintain%a%high%
sequence%identity%with%Hsp104.%Each%member%may%utilize%different%translocation%
mechanisms%to%accommodate%for%the%differences%in%substrates%and%activity%
(Gottesman%et%al.,%1998X%Haslberger%et%al.,%2010).%Obtaining%structural%information%
on%ClpA,%ClpB%and%Hsp78%will%aid%in%understanding%the%mechanism%of%HSP100s.%%
Furthermore,%HSP100s%are%a%class%of%type%2%AAA+%proteins,%which%contain%two%
AAA+%rings.%Dissecting%substrate%binding%information%for%other%type%2%AAA+%
machines%will%serve%to%further%deconstruct%the%complex%translocation%mechanism.%%
%
Hsp104*recruitment*via*Hsp70/40*
Hsp70%serves%as%the%recruitment%factor%for%Hsp104%to%insoluble%protein%
aggregates%in*vivo*(Carroni*et*al.,*2014).%Studying%this%interaction%has%been%
challenging%thus%far,%due%to%the%nature%of%chaperone%interactions%and%the%dynamic%
nature%of%Hsp104.%Reconstitution%of%the%Hsp70/104%complex%has%not%yet%been%
achieved%in*vitro%but%is%a%critical%aspect%of%Hsp104%biology.%Work%presented%here%
has%used%structural%information%to%gain%immense%insight%into%the%biological%
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function%of%Hsp104%alone%and%will%be%crucial%in%understanding%how%Hsp70/104%
function%in*vivo.%
%
%
6.4#Future#studies#of#Hsp104#
* While%the%cryo%EM%structures%of%Hsp104%AMPGPNP,%and%Hsp104%ATP!S:%
casein%have%revealed%a%wealth%of%conformational%changes%present%in%Hsp104%the%
overall%mechanism%needs%to%be%verified.%The%open%state%has%been%determined%in%
a%variety%of%nucleotide%states%(AMP,%ADP,%ATP,%ATP!S)%and%is%present%during%
translocation%(Figure%4G15).%Studying%how%the%open%state%fits%into%the%
disaggregase%model%for%Hsp104%and%other%AAA+%machines%is%a%fundamental%in%
understanding%the%complete%mechanism%and%the%AMPGPNP%Hsp104%model%can%
guide%these%future%studies.%The%open%state%AMPGPNP%structure%resolved%
incomplete%densities%for%the%tyrosine%pore%loops%and%three%of%six%MDs.%
Furthermore,%NTD%density%was%of%low%resolution%and%limited%our%ability%to%analyze%
this%region.%This%anisotropy%in%structural%information%is%likely%due%to%functional%
flexibility%inherent%to%Hsp104.%Obtaining%a%highGresolution%model%of%the%open%
conformation%either%in%nonGhydrolyzing%(AMPGPNP,%ADP)%or%hydrolyzing%(ATP)%
samples%will%give%more%insight%into%the%conformational%changes%taking%place%in%
these%regulatory%domains.%To%this%end%obtaining%a%higher%resolution%structure%via%
cryo%EM%remains%a%vital%prospect%for%further%research.%Cryo%EM%studies%can%use%
an%assortment%of%methods,%such%as%increasing%the%amount%of%single%particle%data,%
isolation%of%a%static%conformation%by%crossGlinking%or%studying%truncated%Hsp104%
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complexes%to%pursue%this%better%resolved%reconstruction.%Approaches%such%as%
super%resolution%microscopy%and%hydrogen%deuterium%exchange%mass%
spectrometry%are%suitable%alternatives%to%a%higher%resolution%cryo%EM%model.%In*
vivo%studies%of%Hsp104%would%aid%in%understanding%the%equilibrium%of%
conformational%states%within%the%cellular%environment%providing%more%validation%to%
the%open%state%and%are%especially%important%in%future%studies.%%
Another%aspect%of%Hsp104%function%that%is%poorly%defined%is%the%transition%
between%open%and%closed%states.%Isolating%this%transition%can%be%a%challenging%
task%but%would%reveal%vital%aspects%of%the%disaggregation%mechanism.%Studying%
this%transition%is%currently%outside%the%capabilities%of%cryo%EM%as%the%time%scale%of%
transition%appears%to%be%rapid.%Therefore,%other%biochemical%and%structural%
techniques%need%to%be%employed%to%obtain%this%information.%Previous%strategies%
used%to%study%mixed%AAA+%hexamers%could%serve%as%a%solution%to%this%problem.%In%
this%system,%1G6%hydrolysisGactive%monomers%can%be%inserted%into%the%Hsp104%
hexamer.%By%reducing%the%number%of%active%protomers,%the%transition%from%open%
to%closed%may%slow%down%or%hydrolysis%can%be%sequestered%to%a%single%monomer.%
The%use%of%mutagenesis%and%targeted%crossGlinking%studies%based%on%the%AMPG
PNP%model%could%also%separate%this%transition%from%the%closed%to%extended%
transition.%Tracking%the%rate%at%which%the%open%to%closed%transition%occurs%would%
be%essential%for%in*vivo*understanding%of%Hsp104.%Use%of%optical%tweezer%
experiments%would%be%ideal%for%such%a%study%and%would%work%in%combination%with%
a%tethered%Hsp104%hexamer.%%
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Having%determined%the%structure%of%substrate%bound%Hsp104%answered%
critical%questions%around%substrate%engagement%to%the%tyrosine%pore%loops%but%
has%revealed%new%key%questions.%The%first%is%how%Hsp104%accommodates%other%
substrates.%It%is%known%that%Hsp104%translocates%different%substrates%with%different%
efficiency.%Future%studies%can%focus%on%capturing%these%substrates%with%Hsp104%
such%as%RepAGGFP%or%PolyGA%binding%protein.%Utilizing%the%power%of%cryo%EM%
many%substrates%can%be%quickly%screened%for%unique%conformations%similar%to%the%
3D%classification%method%used%to%sort%open%from%closed%(Figure%4G15).%Hsp70%
bound%Hsp104%is%now%of%major%importance%and%should%be%studied%alone%or%in%
conjunction%with%a%variety%of%substrates.%Overall,%relying%on%cryo%EM%as%a%main%
structural%tool%is%the%future%of%dissecting%the%AAA+%mechanism%in%Hsp104%and%
other%systems.%
%
6.5!NOS!conformational!changes!for!regulation!
There%have%been%many%structural%studies%of%NOS%domains%but%fullGlength%
structural%information%was%lacking.%Studying%the%fullGlength%structure%of%nNOS%via%
negative%stain%EM%has%advanced%the%understanding%of%the%NO%catalytic%cycle%and%
gave%the%first%3D%model%for%nNOS%(Figure%5G15).%Even%at%the%modest%resolution%
obtained,%the%domain%positioning%of%nNOS:CaM%was%determined%and%2D%
classification%revealed%a%heterogeneous%position%of%the%Red%domains.%Regulation%
by%CaM%binding%was%shown%to%deshield%the%FMN%domain%moving%it%close%to%the%
Oxy%domain.%This%position%likely%allows%for%docking%to%the%Oxy%domain%and%
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efficient%electron%transfer,%which%are%required%for%NO%production%(Smith%et%al.,%
2013).%%
Regulation*by*conformation*
The%range%of%conformational%states%seen%by%negative%stain%EM%revealed%
NOS%to%be%highly%heterogeneous.%This%was%further%shown%in%a%study%from%the%
Marletta%group,%which%used%negative%stain%to%study%all%three%isoforms%of%NOS%and%
saw%a%similar%heterogeneity.%The%NOS%Red%domain%position%may%serve%a%
regulatory%role%in%NO%production.%Electron%transfer%is%greatly%decreased%in%the%
dynamic%open%state%of%NOS.%Only%upon%CaM%binding%will%the%necessary%FMN%
docking%occur%to%promote%electron%transfer%to%the%heme.%Therefore,%the%regulation%
of%this%mechanism%is%highly%reliant%on%both%the%binding%of%CaM%as%well%as%the%
region%of%flexibility%flanking%the%CaM%binding%helix.%This%unstructured%segment%
seems%to%play%a%role%in%conformational%states.%When%the%linker%region%is%
shortened%the%range%of%Red%conformational%change%shrinks%and%could%increase%
the%amount%of%NO%produced.%There%is%some%in*vivo%evidence%for%this%hypothesis%
(Ihara%et%al.,%2017X%Jang%et%al.,%2015).%Splice%variants%of%nNOS%are%expressed%in%
differing%ratios%within%neurons%and%are%proposed%to%reduce%ROS%production.%
Interestingly,%these%splice%variants%have%shortened%flexible%linkers.%Studying%these%
shortened%nNOS%variants%could%reveal%a%smaller%conformational%range%for%NOS%
and%inform%our%understanding%of%this%critical%regulatory%region.%%
%
%
%
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6.6#Future#studies#of#NOS#flexibility#
Future%studies%can%focus%on%the%changes%in%the%flanking%regions%around%
the%CaM%binding%helix.%By%focusing%studies%on%this%region,%truncations%can%be%
used%to%make%cryoGEM%studies%more%straight%forward%and%increase%the%structural%
information%acquired.%HighGresolution%structural%information%is%needed%to%better%
characterize%the%NOS%mechanism.%Determining%a%structure%below%10Å%is%a%
challenging%task%for%the%highly%dynamic%NOS%dimer%but%is%possible%with%the%
improvements%of%TEM.%Recent%unpublished%cryoGEM%data%from%our%lab%has%
revealed%fullGlength%nNOS%in%vitreous%ice.%In%2D%classification,%density%for%the%Red%
domains%is%blurred%suggesting%the%flexibly%seen%in%negative%stain%EM%is%true%in%
solution.%Further%data%processing%will%hopefully%lead%to%the%3D%structure%of%this%
complex%and%give%new%insights%into%the%conformational%regulation%of%NOS.%
Furthermore,%studying%NOS%alone%has%yielded%a%wealth%of%knowledge,%but%
all%of%the%current%work%has%been%outside%the%scope%of%clientGchaperone%
interactions.%Reconstitution%and%study%of%NOS%isoforms%in%complex%with%Hsp70%
and%Hsp90%are%critical%to%understand%the%maturation%and%degradation%pathways%
surrounding%NOS%function.%This%complex%will%be%a%challenging%cryo%EM%target,%
since%the%complex%will%have%flexibility%from%both%NOS%and%the%chaperones,%and%is%
known%to%be%a%transiently%formed%complex.%Using%cell%biology%methods%this%
complex%may%pull%down%in%immunoprecipitation%methods%or%in*vitro%formation%can%
be%attempted.%Having%a%stable%complex%will%be%vital%for%structural%determination%
and%NSEM%can%serve%as%a%tool%for%prescreening%these%complexes%before%
structure%determination.%%%%
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6.7#TEM#a#tool#for#studying#protein#conformational#change#
Electron%Microscopy%is%a%rapidly%advancing%field%which%is%tackling%structural%
biology%questions%which%were%previously%a%significant%challenge.%XGray%
crystallography%often%does%not%have%the%capability%to%capture%conformational%
changes%in%proteins.%In%contrast,%single%particle%EM%is%a%powerful%tool%in%capturing%
these%states.%Sorting%single%particle%data%into%separate%conformations%vastly%
increases%the%information%gained%from%dynamic%protein%processes%and%expands%
our%understanding%of%complex%biological%systems.%Negative%stain%and%cryo%EM%
support%structural%determination%techniques%that%can%be%used%to%study%a%wide%
range%of%resolutions.%Even%lower%resolution%models%from%NSEM%can%lead%to%great%
advancements%in%our%mechanistic%understanding%of%heterogeneous%samples.%
%
More*advancements*of*electron*microscopy%
TEM%has%been%revolutionized%in%recent%years%by%the%introduction%of%direct%
electron%detectors,%automated%data%collection,%new%microscopes%and%other%
advances.%However,%this%technique%continues%to%expand%into%uncharted%
territories.%Cryo%electron%tomography%aims%to%image%proteins%within%the%cellular%
environment%and%has%begun%to%utilize%highGresolution%techniques%to%study%
structures%in*vivo%and%produce%sub%tomogram%averages%of%structures%near%10Å%
resolution%(Dodonova%et%al.,%2017X%Turoňová%et%al.,%2017).%Additionally,%phase%
plate%technology%is%beginning%to%gain%traction%(Danev%and%Baumeister,%2017).%
This%technique%uses%a%thin%layer%of%material,%often%carbon,%to%modulate%the%phase%
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and%contrast%of%an%electron%micrograph.%This%results%in%a%boost%in%signal%making%
smaller%and%more%flexible%proteins%visible%within%the%vitreous%ice.%The%ability%to%
study%much%smaller%proteins%with%cryo%EM%will%vastly%increase%the%number%of%
successful%studies,%highGresolution%structure%determination%of%characteristically%
difficult%structural%targets.%%
Direct%electron%detectors%(DED)%have%proven%to%be%critical%for%the%rapid%
improvement%and%expansion%of%cryo%EM.%More%development%has%been%underway%
to%further%improve%DEDs.%Focus%has%been%placed%on%improving%the%DQE%of%this%
next%generation,%allowing%for%collection%of%more%data%near%the%nyquist%range.%
%
6.8!Concluding!Remarks!
% Utilizing%EM%to%study%Hsp104%has%revealed%three%unique%models%for%this%
dynamic%protein%system,%which%previously%had%no%highGresolution%models.%Single%
particle%analysis%and%3D%classification%techniques%were%crucial%for%determination%
of%these%reconstructions%for%both%substrate%free%and%substrate%bound%Hsp104.%
The%different%conformational%states%seen%clarify%previous%biochemical%data%and%
are%a%prime%example%of%the%strength%of%cryo%EM.%The%AMPGPNP,%open%state%
model%revealed%a%unique%AAA+%heteromeric%interaction%and%a%spiral%arrangement%
of%AAA+%domains.%Upon%the%addition%of%substrate,%both%closed%and%extended%
states%were%determined%within%the%same%sample.%EM%studies%determined%for%the%
first%time%a%polypeptide%bound%AAA+%domain%and%showed%direct%pore%loop%
contacts.%These%models%display%a%twoGresidue%translocation%step,%which%can%
function%sequentially%around%the%hexamer.%The%regulatory%domains%NTD%and%MD,%
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are%partially%resolved%and%confirm%the%idea%that%they%are%highly%mobile%around%the%
hexamer.%Advancements%in%cryo%EM%techniques%were%vital%for%capturing%these%
dynamic%states%and%will%serve%as%a%main%technique%in%the%study%of%AAA+%domains%
moving%forward.%%
% Negative%stain%EM%was%critical%for%the%study%of%the%highly%flexible%nNOS%
dimer.%nNOS%repositions%the%Red%domain%in%a%wide%range%of%positions%and%only%
by%using%crossGlinking%was%a%homogeneous%sample%obtained.%By%using%a%
reference%free%initial%model%method%(RCT),%this%crossGlinked%sampled%led%to%the%
first%fullGlength%structure%of%NOS.!Docking%previously%known%crystal%structures%
identified%CaM%binding%to%induce%FMN%deshielding,%which%is%crucial%for%electron%
transfer%and%NO%production.%The%capability%to%study%proteins%at%modest%
resolutions%remains%a%mainstay%of%the%EM%technique%and%yields%great%insight%into%
the%flexibility%of%protein%systems.%
The%proteins%studied%all%exhibit%a%wide%degree%of%conformational%change.%In%
the%case%of%Hsp104,%conformational%change%was%an%ATP%dependent%process,%
while%in%NOS%conformational%change%was%independent%of%ATP%but%critical%for%
function.%The%range%of%protein%dynamics%likely%is%different%for%every%system%but%
examining%these%dynamics%is%crucial%for%understanding%function%in*vivo.%The%
structures%determined%here%have%expanded%our%understanding%of%these%biological%
systems%and%can%serve%as%models%for%further%structural%and%biochemical%
characterization.%EM%is%a%rapidly%growing%technique%that%will%continue%to%develop%
and%greatly%improve%structural%biology%research%in%the%decades%to%come.%%%
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